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Acces PDF Dekker Ted Daughters Bonemans
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience roughly lesson, amusement, as well as deal can be gotten by just checking
out a book Dekker Ted Daughters Bonemans as well as it is not directly done, you could receive even more going on for this life,
more or less the world.
We have the funds for you this proper as competently as simple pretentiousness to get those all. We present Dekker Ted Daughters
Bonemans and numerous books collections from ﬁctions to scientiﬁc research in any way. in the middle of them is this Dekker Ted
Daughters Bonemans that can be your partner.

KEY=TED - MICHAEL TESSA
BONEMAN'S DAUGHTERS
Center Street They call him BoneMan, a serial killer who's abducted six young women. He's the perfect father looking
for the perfect daughter, and when his victims fail to meet his lofty expectations, he kills them by breaking their bones
and leaving them to die. Intelligence oﬃcer Ryan Evans, on the other hand, has lost all hope of ever being the perfect
father. His daughter and wife have written him out of their lives. Everything changes when BoneMan takes Ryan's
estranged daughter, Bethany, as his seventh victim. Ryan goes after BoneMan on his own. But the FBI sees it
diﬀerently. New evidence points to the suspicion that Ryan is BoneMan. Now the hunter is the hunted, and in the end,
only one father will stand.

SKIN
Thomas Nelson A freak storm has spawned three tornadoes that are bearing down on the town of Summerville. Yet
under the cover of the storm looms a much more ominous threat: A vindictive killer known as Red who's left a string of
victims in his wake and is now bent on exacting his ﬁnal revenge on the unsuspecting town. But there is an enigma
surrounding Red that the FBI is unwilling to admit-closely guarded secrets of something gone terribly wrong beneath
the skin of Summerville. Secrets that will destroy far more than one small town. Wendy Davidson is caught in the
middle. She's a recovering cult survivor who takes refuge in Summerville on her way to visit her estranged mother.
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And with her, four strangers, any of whom could be the next victim . . . or the killer.

BONEMAN'S DAUGHTERS
US Navy intelligence analyst Ryan Evans is used to treating life as a code and a brutal kidnapping in the Iraqi desert
presents a dilemma that turns his world upside down. Back in Texas, the serial killer dubbed the Bone Man is about to
be released but when the Bone Man strikes again, Evans must win a cruel game to protect all he loves.

THE PARADISE TRILOGY
Thomas Nelson Welcome to Paradise. Showdown A man cloaked in black arrives in the sleepy town of Paradise,
Colorado. He knows too much about the town’s many unspoken secrets, and he himself holds the greatest secret of
them all. Bearing the power to grant any unfulﬁlled dream, he is irresistible. As dark clouds and sandstorms envelop
the town, it becomes apparent that Paradise is being isolated for a reason. But why? Saint He belongs to the X Group.
They call him Saint. Invasive techniques have stripped him of his identity and made him someone new . . . but who is
he really? From the deep woods of Hungary to the streets of New York, one man’s search for truth leads him into a
world of government cover-ups, political intrigue, and ultimate betrayal. Sinner This is the story of Marsuvees Black, a
force of raw evil who speaks with wicked persuasion that is far more destructive than swords or guns. It’s also the
story of two unsuspecting survivors of a research project gone bad—who may be the most powerful people on earth.
And ﬁnally, it’s the story of one who comes out of the desert to lead those willing to stand for truth. The epic
conclusion to what began in a small town called Paradise.

KISS
Thomas Nelson New York Times bestselling author Ted Dekker teams up with Erin Healy for a gripping psychological
thriller. Let me tell you all I know for sure. My name. Shauna. I woke up in a hospital bed missing six months of my
memory. In the room was my loving boyfriend—how could I have forgotten him?—my uncle and my abusive stepmother.
Everyone blames me for the tragic car accident that left me near death and my dear brother brain damaged. But what
they say can't be true—can it? I believe the medicine is doing strange things to my memory. I'm unsure who I can trust
and who I should run from. And I'm starting to remember things I've never known. Things not about me. I think I'm
going crazy. And even worse, I think they want to kill me. But who? And for what? Is dying for the truth really better
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than living with a lie?

HEAVEN'S WAGER
Thomas Nelson It was an absolutely perfect day . . . until everything went absolutely perfectly wrong. Kent Anthony is
a brilliant software engineer who is cashing in on a brilliant career. He’s ﬁnally living the idyllic life, far from thoughts
of theft and murder and other kinds of horrible criminal behavior. He’s left his past far behind. Or so he thinks. In his
very ﬁrst novel, New York Times bestselling author Ted Dekker delivers a fascinating story of the almost perfect crime,
interwoven with a tale of bittersweet love that is almost enough to save a soul. Heaven’s Wager is a story that will
bring you face-to-face with a hidden world more real than most people ever realize—a world where the unseen is more
powerful than anything seen. Praise for Heaven’s Wager: “Well, well, guess what I’ve found. A ﬁction writer with a rare
knack for a compelling story, an expansive reservoir of clever ideas, and a unique dry wit that makes me laugh.”
—Frank Peretti, New York Times bestselling author “Rarely does a novel grip a reader’s heart and soul the way
Heaven’s Wager does. Dekker is among a very small number of writers who have mastered the challenge of blending
sound theology with knock-your-socks-oﬀ storytelling.” —Robert Liparulo, bestselling author Book 1 in the
Heaven/Martyr’s Song trilogy Bonus book 1.5: The Martyr’s Song Book 2: When Heaven Weeps Book 3: Thunder of
Heaven Book length: appr. 80,000 words

A.D. 30
A NOVEL
Center Street A sweeping epic set in the harsh deserts of Arabia and ancient Palestine. A war that rages between
kingdoms on the earth and in the heart. The harrowing journey of the woman at the center of it all. Step back in time
to the year of our Lord...A.D. 30. The outcast daughter of one of the most powerful Bedouin sheikhs in Arabia, Maviah
is called on to protect the very people who rejected her. When their enemies launch a sudden attack with devastating
consequences, Maviah escapes with the help of two of her father's warriors--Saba who speaks more with is sword than
his voice and Judah, a Jew who comes from a tribe that can read the stars. Their journey will be fraught with terrible
danger. If they can survive the vast forbidding sands of a desert that is deadly to most, they will reach a brutal world
subjugated by kings and emperors. There Maviah must secure an unlikely alliance with King Herod of the Jews. But
Maviah's path leads her unexpectedly to another man. An enigmatic teacher who speaks of a way in this life which
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oﬀers greater power than any kingdom. His name is Yeshua, and his words turn everything known on its head. Though
following him may present even greater danger, his may be the only way for Maviah to save her people--and herself.

THREE
Thomas Nelson The award-winning, best-selling suspense masterwork, now a major motion picture event. Enter a
world where nothing is what it seems. Where your closest friend could be your greatest enemy. Kevin Parson is alone
in his car when his cell phone rings. A man calling himself Slater oﬀers a deadly ultimatum: You have exactly three
minutes to confess your sin to the world. Refuse, and the car you're driving will blow sky high. Then the phone goes
dead. Kevin panics. Who would make such a demand? What sin? Yet not sure what else to do, Kevin swerves into a
parking lot and runs from his car. Just in case. Precisely three minutes later, a massive explosion sets his world on a
collision course with madness. And that's only the ﬁrst move in this deadly game. From the #1 best-selling ﬁction
author comes a powerful story of good, evil, and all that lies between.

HOUSE
Thomas Nelson Inc In rural Alabama, two couples ﬁnd themselves in a ﬁght for survival. Running from a maniac bent on
killing them, they ﬂee to an old house that's been empty for years, or so they think.

A MAN CALLED BLESSED
Thomas Nelson A high-stakes quest for the Ark of the Covenant. An assassin out to stop them. And a man named
Caleb, whose supernatural powers may be the only thing that can save them. In this explosive sequel to Blessed Child,
Jewish soldier-turned-archaeologist Rebecca Soloman leads a team deep into the Ethiopian desert to ﬁnd the one man
who may know the ﬁnal resting place of the Ark of the Covenant. Such a discovery would bring hope back to her
people. Her search brings excitement and danger—including unexpected love and a discovery far more powerful than
even the holy artifact. Meanwhile, Islamic fundamentalists dispatch Ismael, their most accomplished assassin, to
pursue Rebecca and the man she’s searching for. These men fear that the Ark’s discovery will compel Israel to rebuild
Solomon’s temple—on the very site of their holy mosque in Jerusalem. But the man they seek is no ordinary man. His
name is Caleb, and he too is on a mission—to ﬁnd again the love he embraced as a child and to share that love with the
world. Book two in the Caleb duology: Blessed Child A Man Called Blessed Book length: approximately 100,000 words
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MORTAL
FaithWords Centuries have passed since civilization's brush with apocalypse. The world's greatest threats have all
been silenced. There is no anger, no hatred, no war. There is only perfect peace...and fear. A terrible secret was
closely guarded for centuries: every single soul walking the earth, though in appearance totally normal, is actually
dead, long ago genetically stripped of true humanity. Nine years have gone by since an unlikely hero named Rom
Sebastian ﬁrst discovered a secret and consumed an ancient potion of blood to bring himself back to life in Forbidden.
Surviving against impossible odds, Rom has gathered a secret faction of followers who have also taken the blood-the
ﬁrst Mortals in a world that is dead. But The Order has raised an elite army to hunt and crush the living. Division and
betrayal threaten to destroy the Mortals from within. The ﬁnal surviving hope for humanity teeters on the brink of
annihilation and no one knows the path to survival. On the heels of Forbidden comes MORTAL, the second novel in The
Books of Mortals saga penned by Ted Dekker and Tosca Lee. Set in a terrifying, medieval future, where grim pageantry
masks death, this tale of dark desires and staggering stakes peels back the layers of the heart for all who dare take
the journey. The Books of Mortals are three novels, each of which stands on its own, yet all are seamlessly woven into
one epic thriller.

SHOWDOWN
A PARADISE NOVEL
Thomas Nelson Welcome to Paradise. Epic battles of good and evil are happening all around us. Today that battle
comes to town with the sound of lone footsteps clacking down the blacktop on a hot, lazy summer afternoon. The
black-cloaked man arrives in the sleepy town of Paradise and manages to become the talk of the town within the hour.
Bearing the power to grant any unfulﬁlled dream, he is irresistible. Seems like bliss . . . but is it? Or is hell about to
break loose in Paradise?

THE PRIEST'S GRAVEYARD
Hachette UK Two abandoned souls are on the hunt for one powerful man. Soon, their paths will cross and lead to one
twisted fate. Danny Hansen is a Bosnian immigrant who came to America with hopes of escaping haunted memories of
a tragic war that took his mother's life. Now he's a priest. Yet that does not stop him from acting as an avenging angel
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on those who stay within the criminal law but live outside the laws of love and compassion. Renee Gilmore is the frail
and helpless victim of one such powerful man. Having escaped his clutches, she now lives only to satisfy justice by
destroying him, regardless of whom she must become in that pursuit. But when Danny and Renee's paths become
inexorably entangled, neither of them may make it out of this hunt alive.

NIGHTMARE ACADEMY
Thomas Nelson The Veritas Project team has a new assignment: To ﬁnd the truth behind the mysterious disappearance
of two runaways. When one runaway turns up totally out of his mind and a government agent steps in to take over the
case, the Springﬁeld's continue their own investigation. The twins-Elijah and Elisha-go undercover, posing as
runaways. What happens next will keep readers on the edge of their seats as the twins end up in a strange academy
where Truth is continually challenged, a gang-like war develops, and Elijah is taken to an ominous mansion from which
no one has ever returned. A great thriller with a realistic look at right and wrong.

BLINK OF AN EYE
Thomas Nelson Inc A Saudi Arabian princess ﬂeeing a forced marriage teams up with a graduate student named Seth,
who has the ability to see multiple futures, and both become fugitives while trapped in the middle of a dangerous
struggle for power.

THE 49TH MYSTIC (BEYOND THE CIRCLE BOOK #1)
Revell Some say the great mystery of how one can live in two worlds at once died with Thomas Hunter many years ago.
Still others that the gateway to that greater reality was and is only the stuﬀ of dreams. They are wrong. In the small
town of Eden, Utah, a blind girl named Rachelle Matthews is about to ﬁnd out just how wrong. When a procedure
meant to restore Rachelle's sight goes awry, she begins to dream of another world so real that she wonders if Earth
might only be a dream experienced when she falls asleep in that reality. Who is a simple blind girl to have such strange
and fantastic dreams? She's the prophesied one who must ﬁnd and recover ﬁve ancient seals--in both worlds--before
powerful enemies destroy her. If Rachelle succeeds in her quest, peace will reign. If she fails, both worlds will forever
be locked in darkness. So begins a two-volume saga of high stakes and a mind-bending quest to ﬁnd an ancient path
that will save humanity. The clock is ticking; the end rushes forward. Ready? Set? Dream.
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WHEN HEAVEN WEEPS
Thomas Nelson A thriller unlike any you have ever read. A love strong enough to bring a tremor to your bones. A
sacriﬁce powerful enough to make heaven weep. At the close of World War II, a shell-shocked solider, Jan Jovic, was
forced to inﬂict a game of life and death on a peaceful Bosnian community. In a few short hours, this young man was
confronted by more love—and hate—than most experience in a lifetime. Years later, Jan has become a world-renowned
writer with widespread inﬂuence in the United States, his past buried deep in his memory. Until, at the most
inopportune time, the game Jan witnessed comes back to haunt him . . . and unwittingly leads him to a beautiful
broken woman caught in an underworld of crime. Jan must now defeat an evil rarely seen. But there is a price. One that
even this war-scarred solider can’t imagine. Praise for When Heaven Weeps: “Ted Dekker is one of the most
remarkable creative writers of our time . . . engrossing and spiritually inspiring . . . highly recommended!” —Bill Bright,
founder and president, Campus Crusade for Christ International “When Heaven Weeps is a ﬁrst in Christian ﬁction: a
bold, knock-your-socks oﬀ, four-hankie, romantic supernatural thriller. And a brilliantly written one to boot. Hang on
for something brand new.” —Mark Olsen, screenwriter and bestselling author of Hadassah Book 2 in the
Heaven/Martyr’s Song trilogy Book 1: Heaven’s Wager Bonus book 1.5: The Martyr’s Song Book 2: When Heaven Weeps
Book 3: Thunder of Heaven Book length: app. 80,000 words

OUTLAW
Center Street New York Times bestselling author Ted Dekker brings an exotic tale of adventure and creates his most
memorable character ever. The story of how I, Julian Carter, and my precious two-year old son, Stephen, left Atlanta
Georgia and found ourselves on a white sailboat, tossed about like a cork on a raging sea oﬀ of Australia's northern tip
in 1963, is harrowing. But it pales in comparison to what happened deep in the jungle where I was taken as a slave by
a savage tribe unknown to the world. Some places dwell in darkness so deep that even God seems to stay away. There,
my mind was torn in two by the gods of the earth. There, one life ended so another could begin. Some will say I was a
fool for making the choices I made. But they would have done the same. They, too, would have embraced death if they
knew what I knew, and saw through my eyes. My name is Julian and this is my story. But more, it is the story of my son
who was born to change the world. From deep in the impenetrable jungles where New York Times bestselling author
Ted Dekker was born and raised, comes OUTLAW, an epic adventure of two worlds that perhaps only he could write.
Full of harrowing twists, sweeping violence, and wild love, Outlaw takes us beyond the skin of this world to another
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unseen.

THE BRIDE COLLECTOR
Center Street FBI Special agent Brad Raines is facing his toughest case yet. A Denver serial killer has killed four
beautiful young women, leaving a bridal veil at each crime scene, and he's picking up his pace. Unable to crack the
case, Raines appeals for help from a most unusual source: residents of the Center for Wellness and Intelligence, a
private psychiatric institution for mentally ill individuals whose are extraordinarily gifted. It's there that he meets
Paradise, a young woman who witnessed her father murder her family and barely escaped his hand. Diagnosed with
schizophrenia, Paradise may also have an extrasensory gift: the ability to experience the ﬁnal moments of a person's
life when she touches the dead body. In a desperate attempt to ﬁnd the killer, Raines enlists Paradise's help. In an
eﬀort to win her trust, he befriends this strange young woman and begins to see in her qualities that most 'sane
people' sorely lack. Gradually, he starts to question whether sanity resides outside the hospital walls...or inside. As the
Bride Collector picks up the pace-and volume-of his gruesome cruciﬁxions, the case becomes even more personal to
Raines when his friend and colleague, a beautiful young forensic psychologist, becomes the Bride Collector's next
target. The FBI believes that the killer plans to murder seven women. Can Paradise help before it's too late?

BURN
Thomas Nelson She escaped the ﬁre--but not the eﬀects of the burn. Janeal has long felt trapped in her father's Gypsy
culture. Then one night a powerful man named Salazar Sanso promises her the life she longs for--if she will help
recover a vast sum of money tied to her father. When the plan implodes, Sanso and his men attack the gypsy
settlement and burn it to the ground. During the blaze, Janeal is faced with a staggering choice. The impact of that
moment changes her forever. As her past rises from the ashes, Janeal faces a new life-or-death choice. And this time,
escape is not an option.

BLESSED CHILD
Thomas Nelson One orphaned boy. A desperate race to keep him alive. And powers that are beyond comprehension.
“Whoever said a straightened hand was more dramatic than a healed heart anyway?” A young orphaned boy was
abandoned and raised in an Ethiopian monastery. He has never seen outside its walls—at least, not the way most
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people see. Now he must ﬂee or die. But the world beyond is hardly ready for a boy like Caleb. When relief expert
Jason Marker agrees to rescue Caleb from the monastery, he unwittingly opens humanity’s doors to an incredible
journey ﬁlled with political intrigue and peril. Jason and Leiah—the French-Canadian nurse who escapes the monastery
with him—quickly realize Caleb’s supernatural power to heal. But so do the boy’s enemies, who will stop at nothing to
destroy him. Jason and Leiah ﬁght for Caleb’s survival while the world erupts in debate over the source of the boy’s
power. In the end nothing can prepare them for what they discover. Book one in the Caleb duology: Blessed Child A
Man Called Blessed Book length: approximately 100,000 words

WATER WALKER
Alice Snow, a thirteen-year-old orphan, is abducted from her adopted home by a strange man claiming that her real
mother is alive, and a frantic FBI manhunt ensues.

RISE OF THE MYSTICS (BEYOND THE CIRCLE BOOK #2)
Revell Some say the great mystery of how one can live in two worlds at once died with Thomas Hunter many years ago.
Still others that the gateway to that greater reality was and is only the stuﬀ of dreams. They are all wrong. Rachelle
Matthews, who grew up in the small town of Eden, Utah, discovered just how wrong when she dreamed and awoke in
another world. There she learned that she was the 49th Mystic, the prophesied one, tasked with ﬁnding ﬁve ancient
seals before powerful enemies destroy her. If Rachelle succeeds in her quest, peace will reign. If she fails, the world
will forever be locked in darkness. In The 49th Mystic, Rachelle found the ﬁrst three of those ﬁve seals through great
peril and mind-altering adventure. But two seals remain hidden and the fate of both worlds hangs in their balance. As
Rachelle Matthews sits deep in a dungeon, Vlad Smith is just getting started. Thomas Hunter's world is about to be
turned inside out. The mystics say that there is no defense against the Fifth Seal--but ﬁnding it will cost Rachelle
everything. So begins the ﬁnal volume of high stakes in one girl's quest to ﬁnd an ancient path that will save
humanity. The clock is ticking; the end rushes forward. Ready? Set? Dream.

IMMANUEL'S VEINS
Thomas Nelson This story is for everyone--but not everyone is for this story. It is a dangerous tale of times past. A love
story full of deep seduction. A story of terrible longing and bold sacriﬁce. Then as now, evil begins its courtship
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cloaked in light. And the heart embraces what it should ﬂee. Forgetting it once had a truer lover. With a kiss, evil will
ravage body, soul, and mind. Yet there remains hope, because the heart knows no bounds. Love will prove greater
than lust. Sacriﬁce will overcome seduction. And blood will ﬂow. Because the battle for the heart is always violently
opposed. For those desperate to drink deep from this fountain of life, enter. But remember, not everyone is for this
story. "A heart-wrenching journey of redemption and hope that left me sobbing, laughing, and clinging to every word."-Donna McChristian, 44, Environmental Chemist

BONEMAN'S DAUGHTER
Military intelligence oﬃcer Ryan Evans is married to his work; so much so that his wife and daughter have written him
out of their lives. Sent to Fallujah and captured by insurgents, he is asked to kill children not unlike his own. The
method - a meticulous, excruciating death by broken bones that his captor has forced him to learn. Returning home
after the ordeal, a new crisis awaits. A serial killer is on the loose, and his method of killing is the same. Ryan becomes
a prime suspect, which isn't even the worst of his problems - Ryan's daughter is BoneMan's latest desire. In a story
that is devaststing in its skill and suspense, - Ted Dekker brings to bear his ability to terrify and compel in 'Boneman's
Daughters'.

FORBIDDEN
Center Street New York Times bestselling author Ted Dekker teams with Tosca Lee to create this gripping thriller set in
a desolate future. Many years have passed since civilization's brush with apocalypse. The world's greatest threats have
all been silenced. There is no anger, no hatred, no war. There is only perfect peace... and fear. But a terrible secret has
been closely guarded for centuries: Every single soul walking the earth, though in appearance totally normal, is
actually dead, long ago genetically stripped of true humanity. Fleeing pursuit, with only moments to live, a young man
named Rom stumbles into possession of a vial of blood and a piece of cryptic writing. When consumed, the blood will
bring him back to life. When decoded, the message will lead him on a perilous journey that will require him to abandon
everything he has ever known and awaken humanity to the transforming power of true life and love. But the blood will
also resurrect hatred, ambition, and greed. Set in a terrifying, medieval future, where grim pageantry masks death,
this tale of dark desires and staggering stakes peels back the layers of the heart for all who dare to take the ride.
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THE GIRL BEHIND THE RED ROPE
Revell "In this mind-bending thriller, father-daughter writing team Ted Dekker and Rachelle Dekker triumph in their
faultlessly structured and deconstructed world of religious extremism. . . . the book's suspenseful plot drives the story
forward at a racing pace, making this a riveting novel that will long haunt readers."--Booklist, Starred Review Ten
years ago, Grace saw something that would forever change the course of history. When evil in its purest form is
unleashed on the world, she and others from their religious community are already hidden deep in the hills of
Tennessee, abiding by every rule that will keep them safe, pure--and alive. As long as they stay there, behind the red
perimeter. Her older brother's questions and the arrival of the ﬁrst outsiders she's seen in a decade set in motion
events that will question everything Grace has built her life on. Enemies rise on all sides--but who is the real enemy?
And what will it cost her to uncover the truth? For the ﬁrst time, bestselling authors Ted Dekker and Rachelle Dekker
team up and deliver an intense, tightly focused ride through the most treacherous world of all.

OBSESSED
Thomas Nelson Inc Living in Los Angeles in the early 1970s, real-estate dealer Stephen Friedman becomes hungry for
answers after he discovers a deceased woman's papers that indicate she owned a priceless religious relic, and that she
may have been his mother.

TREASON
A NOVEL
Center Street Major Brooke Grant must track down the double agent who is inﬁltrating the U.S. government in this
international thriller from inﬂuential politician Newt Gingrich and Pulitzer Prize ﬁnalist Pete Earley. Brooke Grant has
been waging war against terrorism since her parents were murdered during 9/11, keenly aware that violence
transcends borders. But after a coordinated attack on the president at a Washington power broker's funeral, she
realizes that the enemy is closer than she'd ever imagined, hiding in plain sight. The Falcon has gained a weapon no
terrorist has ever wielded before: an American-born traitor burrowed inside the U.S. government itself. Major Grant's
deadly chess match with the Falcon turns personal when he issues a fatwa against her and those she loves. Can she
unmask the traitor and stop the Falcon's most skilled assassin sent to kill her before he strikes? Or will she fall victim
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to betrayal by a false friend in this gripping story of treachery, courage, and the patriotic ﬁght against evil? In this
realistic tale of modern-day treason, a nation ﬁghts for its life against an internal threat: a fanatical jihadist who uses
liberty as a shield while trying to destroy the civilization created in its image. With decades of knowledge in national
security and politics, only Newt Gingrich and Pete Earley could spin such a vivid mix of reality and ﬁction -- a pageturner that dares readers to guess where the line between the two is crossed.!--~b~-- span

BLACK
THE CIRCLE SERIES
Harper Collins Thomas Hunter narrowly survives a shooting attempt only to awaken in an alternate universe of green
forests, a world to which he subsequently travels every time he goes to sleep.

THE HYPNOTIST
McClelland & Stewart Tumba, Sweden. A triple homicide, all of the victims from the same family, captivates Detective
Inspector Joona Linna, who demands to investigate the grisly murders -- against the wishes of the national police. The
killer is at large, and it appears that the elder sister of the family escaped the carnage; it seems only a matter of time
until she, too, is murdered. But where can Linna begin? The only surviving witness is an intended victim -- the boy
whose mother, father, and little sister were killed before his eyes. Whoever committed the crimes intended for this boy
to die: he has suﬀered more than one hundred knife wounds and Lapsed into a state of shock. He's in no condition to
be questioned. Desperate for information, Linna sees one mode of recourse: hypnotism. He enlists Dr. Erik Maria Bark
to mesmerize the boy, hoping to discover the killer through his eyes. It's the sort of work that Bark had sworn he
would never do again-ethically dubious and psychically scarring. When he breaks his promise and hypnotizes the
victim, a Long and terrifying chain of events begins to unfurl.

YOU CANNOT STOP ME
Pinnacle Books When a twisted serial killer emerges, J. C. Harrow, the host of the reality TV show Crime Seen!, which
tracks down America's dangerous criminals with the help of viewer's tips, hunts for this murderer who killed his family.
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RED
Thomas Nelson Inc Attempting to rescue two worlds from collapse, Thomas Hunter races to stop a virus unleashed by
terrorists, as he also commands an army of primitive warriors ﬁghting for their survival.

WHITE
HarperCollins Christian Publishing Thomas tries to ﬁght wars on two diﬀerent worlds, one in which a virus threatens to
wipe out all life and the other in which a forbidden love can destroy the Circle.

ADAM
Thomas Nelson It takes an obsessive mind to know one. And Daniel Clark knows the elusive killer he's been stalking.
He's devoted every waking minute as a proﬁler to ﬁnd the serial killer known only as Eve. He's pored over the crime
scenes of sixteen young women who died mysterious deaths, all in underground basements or caverns. He's delved
into the killer's head and puzzled over the twisted religious overtones of the killings. What Daniel can't possibly know
is that he will be Eve's next victim. He will be the killer's ﬁrst Adam. After sixteen hopeless months, the case takes a
drastic turn on a very dark night when Daniel is shot and left for dead. Resuscitated after twenty minutes of clinical
death, Daniel ﬁnds himself haunted by the experience. He knows he's seen the killer's face, but the trauma of dying
has obscured the memory and left him with crushing panic attacks. Nothing--not even desperate, dangerous attempts
to reexperience his own death--seems to bring him closer to ﬁnding the killer. Then Eve strikes again, much closer to
home. And Daniel's obsession explodes into a battle for his life . . . his sanity . . . his very soul. Enter a world of death
and near death that blurs the lines between ﬁction and reality in a way that will leave you stunned. "The detail is
stunning, pointing to meticulous research in FBI methods, forensic medicine, and psychological proﬁling. We have to
keep telling ourselves that this is ﬁction. At the same time, we can't help thinking that not only could it happen, but
that it will happen if we're not careful." David M. Kiely and Christina McKenna, authors of The Dark Sacrament

PROVERBS 31 DEVOTIONALS
365 DAILY DEVOTIONS FOR GOD'S DAUGHTERS
Proverbs 31 Devotional's content originally existed only inside of a mobile app, beginning in the summer of 2014. This
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type of app was the ﬁrst of its kind, exclusively providing a mobile application for the Proverbs 31 community. The app
was ﬁrst developed, so that it would only display a daily bible verse, and then it eventually developed into a daily
devotional based on that same verse of the day. The target audience was the daughter's of God, as we wanted to
provide a product that was both unique and attractive. Since launching the app, we have reached women in over 255
countries around the world, with over 100k downloads and an estimated 500 4/5 Star glowing reviews on the App Store
and Google Play! After recognizing the overall success and praise, speciﬁcally for our devotional's content, we decided
to produce a book version, to allow us to reach more and more women around the world.The book is updated with 365
devotions for daily meditation, along with a daily verse that inspires the devotional. A format that is similar to other
traditional daily devotional books. Our main goal is that you will be encouraged; to live out the truth of God's word as
it applies to your everyday life, and become all that God has created you to be!

ILLUSION
A NOVEL
Simon and Schuster A popular magic act for 40 years, Dane and Mandy are separated when a car wreck supposedly
takes Mandy's life, but instead she is transformed into her 19-year-old self in the present, and when the pair reunite,
she still mesmerizes Dane--now 40 years her elder. Reprint. 550,000 ﬁrst printing.

FROM POTTER'S FIELD
Penguin Dr. Kay Scarpetta matches wits with a sadistic killer who inﬁltrates the FBI's top-secret artiﬁcial intelligence
system and closes in on Scarpetta herself.

THE GIRL BEHIND THE RED ROPE
Revell Ten years ago, Grace saw something that would forever change the course of history. When evil in its purest
form is unleashed on the world, she and others from their religious community are already hidden deep in the hills of
Tennessee, abiding by every rule that will keep them safe, pure--and alive. As long as they stay there, behind the red
perimeter. Her older brother's questions and the arrival of the ﬁrst outsiders she's seen in a decade set in motion
events that will question everything Grace has built her life on. Enemies rise on all sides--but who is the real enemy?
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Dekker Ted Daughters Bonemans

And what will it cost her to uncover the truth? For the ﬁrst time, bestselling authors Ted Dekker and Rachelle Dekker
team up and deliver an intense, tightly focused ride through the most treacherous world of all.

PLAY DEAD
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